Sustainable Packaging

We are committed to 100% primary and secondary packaging free from single-use plastic and using recycled cardboard.

Key changes we’re making for a better, circular future

1. Using more recycled material
   We’re turning to 100% recycled and recyclable cardboard as we eliminate single-use plastic from our packaging.

2. Going natural
   We’re keeping our packaging boxes the same natural cardboard color they come in. By not adding extra color and gloss, we avoid the associated chemicals, energy usage, and pollution. And when color is needed, we will opt for more environmentally-friendly inks made from water and vegetable oil.

3. Digitizing the customer experience
   To reduce waste even further, our packages will only come with a one-page safety leaflet. A QR code will direct you to additional product information such as instructions.

*Primary packaging and secondary packaging (used for transportation) of Schneider Electric